‘Let us talk... about the character and personality of the Diocese of Salisbury’.

Submission from representatives of Market Lavington Church.

1) **What is the ‘Personality and Character’ of your Church?**
   > traditional, Anglican with a variety of services
   > happy atmosphere, welcoming; growing
   > the village like to feel that it is ‘theirs’

2) **What are the priorities of your local church?**
   > encourage more people to come to church
   > communication
   > maintain the fabric
   > young people

3) **In there one thing you’d like to take on in the coming year?**
   > build on the goodwill towards the church – expressed in help at the Fete.

4) **Are there ways in which we can work together to achieve more?**
   > forge greater links with the Cathedral.

5) **How can we best measure the quality and impact of church life?**
   > quantify church members’ involvement with other groups within the village.